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Experience learning made easy-and quickly teach yourself
how to build database solutions with Access 2010. With
STEP BY STEP, you set the pace-building and practicing the
skills you need, just when you need them! Topics include
building an Access database from scratch or from templates;
publishing your database to the Web; exchanging data with
other databases and Microsoft Office documents; creating
data-entry forms; using filters and queries; designing reports;
using conditional formatting; preventing data corruption and
unauthorized access; and other core topics.
Textbook with exercises with links to an online student
resource center (URL: http://labyrinthelab.com/bf13) and
references to video tutorials available to students for nearly
every lesson and topic. In addition, an online tool for
automated assessment, gradebook management, and
training is available for purchase only to students enrolled in
courses using eLab.
Praised by instructors for its concise, focused approach and
user-friendly format, the Illustrated Series engages both
computer rookies and hot shots in mastering Microsoft
Access 2013 quickly and efficiently. Skills are accessible and
easy-to-follow thanks to the Illustrated Series' hallmark
2-page layout, which allows students to see an entire task in
one view. New Learning Outcomes outline the skills covered
in each lesson, and larger full-color screens represent exactly
what students should see on their own computers. Each unit
begins with a brief overview of the principles of the lesson,
and introduces a case study for further application. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the
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ebook version.
Master database creation and management Access 2019
Bible is your, comprehensive reference to the world's most
popular database management tool. With clear guidance
toward everything from the basics to the advanced, this go-to
reference helps you take advantage of everything Access
2019 has to offer. Whether you're new to Access or getting
started with Access 2019, you'll find everything you need to
know to create the database solution perfectly tailored to your
needs, with expert guidance every step of the way. The
companion website features all examples and databases
used in the book, plus trial software and a special offer from
Database Creations. Start from the beginning for a complete
tutorial, or dip in and grab what you need when you need it.
Access enables database novices and programmers to store,
organize, view, analyze, and share data, as well as build
powerful, integrable, custom database solutions — but
databases can be complex, and difficult to navigate. This
book helps you harness the power of the database with a
solid understanding of their purpose, construction, and
application. Understand database objects and design
systems objects Build forms, create tables, manipulate
datasheets, and add data validation Use Visual Basic
automation and XML Data Access Page design Exchange
data with other Office applications, including Word, Excel, and
more From database fundamentals and terminology to XML
and Web services, this book has everything you need to
maximize Access 2019 and build the database you need.
Highlighting all the updated features, and packed with useful
tips and tricks to help you use Access more efficiently and
successfully, this volume will keep you fully up-to-speed with
everything you need to know.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any
media, website access codes, or print supplements that may
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come packaged with the bound book. A computer literacy
approach completely reinvented for the needs of today's 21st
century student Best-selling author and expert teacher Jean
Andrews¿ reinvented the basic approach to teaching
computer literacy for today's students. Andrews focuses on
how computers are really used in personal life, academics,
and technical careers. She teaches the #1 competency
students need most: the ability to keep learning new skills on
their own. Every feature in this book is designed to make
learning quick and easy. The book covers core computer
skills using real-world projects that help students learn how to
use these tools to perform the most common personal and
business tasks: Using and managing Windows 7 computers
Using the Internet to access and share information, and to do
business Using the Web for academic research Capturing
and organizing information with OneNote 2010 Using Word
2010 to communicate information and apply for a job Using
PowerPoint 2010 to persuade an audience, present a
compelling story, or deliver important information Using Excel
2010 to organize data, solve problems, make decisions, and
transform data into knowledge Making informed computer
buying decisions Keeping computers reliable, fast, and safe
Praised by instructors for its concise, focused approach and
user-friendly format, the Illustrated Series engages both
computer rookies and hot shots in mastering Microsoft Office
2013 applications quickly and efficiently. Skills are accessible
and easy-to-follow thanks to the Illustrated Series' hallmark
2-page layout, which allows you to work through an entire
task without turning the page! New Learning Outcomes
outline the skills covered in each lesson, and larger full-color
screens represent exactly what you should see on your own
computer. Each unit begins with a brief overview of the
principles of the lesson, and introduces a case study for
further application. Important Notice: Media content
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referenced within the product description or the product text
may not be available in the ebook version.
Microsoft Access is the perfect tool for when you need to
combine different sets of information and generate summary
reports from that information. It can also be an excellent
choice for when you need to deal with large text entries that
don't display well in Microsoft Excel. This book is written for
those who are used to using Microsoft Excel but need that
little bit more that Excel can't offer. It will walk you through the
basics of working in Microsoft Access with a focus on creating
data tables and basic queries. If you've always wanted to
learn Access and weren't quite sure how to get started, this is
the book for you. This book was written using Access 2013,
but should work for Access 2007 onward. keywords: Microsoft
Access, small business data analysis, Access 2013, access
queries, access tables, upload from Excel, upload from csv,
download to excel, select query
Combining computer concepts material from the best-
selling Discovering Computers and step-by-step
instruction on Office applications from Microsoft Office
2013, ENHANCED DISCOVERING COMPUTERS &
MICROSOFT OFFICE 2013: A COMBINED
FUNDAMENTAL APPROACH delivers the best of Shelly
Cashman Series in one book for your Introduction to
Computers course. For the past three decades, the
Shelly Cashman Series has effectively introduced
computer skills to millions of students. We're continuing
our history of innovation by enhancing our proven
pedagogy to engage you in more critical thought,
personalization, and experimentation with Office 2013
software. In addition, computer concepts content has
been fully updated and revised to reflect the evolving
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needs of Introductory Computing students, and focus
solely on what you really need to know to be a
successful digital citizen in college and beyond.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
Conquer Microsoft Access 2013—from the inside out!
You’re beyond the basics, so dive right into Access
2013—and use your skills to create sophisticated
database apps! This supremely organized reference
packs hundreds of timesaving solutions, troubleshooting
tips, and workarounds. It’s all muscle and no fluff.
Discover how the experts tackle Access 2013—and
challenge yourself to new levels of mastery. Build an
Access Services web app with Microsoft SharePoint
Server Automate your Access web app with data macros
Create tables in your Access web app using built-in
templates Aggregate and display your web app data
using totals queries Use the Autocomplete control to
quickly search for related data Create a Summary view
to consolidate and group information Display related data
on your views with the Related Items control Package
your web app for use by others in your organization
Plus—download chapters on building desktop databases
For Intermediate and Advanced Users and Database
Designers
When you are looking at the Microsoft Office 2013
Essentials office suite, you will find that there are a
number of great programs included. Some of the
offerings from this productivity suite include Word, Excel,
PowerPoint, and Outlook, and with a few upgrades, you
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might be able to get more programs. A good chart is
something that will help you keep the right kind of
shortcuts and features available to you. With a suite this
robust, it is often easy to forget some of the more
obscure but no less useful functions.
Presents a guide to the latest version of the database
management application, covering such topics as
creating databases and tables, setting up queries,
producing reports, building forms, and using macros --
Based on extensive customer feedback, DISCOVERING
COMPUTERS ©2014 has been completely reexamined
and revised to reflect the evolving needs of the concepts
portion of the Introductory Computing course. This
exciting new edition maintains many longstanding
hallmarks, but is now highly focused on relevancy to
provide students only with what they really need to know
to be successful digital citizens in college and beyond.
To better reflect the importance of certain topics in
today's digital world, coverage of enterprise computing,
ethics, Internet research skills, mobile computing,
operating systems (other than Windows), browsers,
security, and Web 2.0 has been expanded and
integrated. New critical thinking and problem solving
exercises are included in every feature throughout the
text, engaging students in regular practice of higher-
order thinking skills. In addition, students have more
opportunity for hands-on practice with the completely
revised end-of-chapter activities. With these
enhancements and more, the new DISCOVERING
COMPUTERS is an even more engaging teaching and
learning tool for your classroom. Important Notice: Media
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content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Get started with the new Access 2013 with this
impressive all-in-one reference! Microsoft Access allows
you to store, organize, view, analyze, and share data;
the new release enables you to build even more
powerful, custom database solutions that integrate with
the web and enterprise data sources. This compilation of
nine indispensible minibooks is exactly what you need to
get up to speed on the latest changes to Access. This
easy-to-understand resource provides both new and
experienced Access users with invaluable advice for
connecting Access to SQL Server, manipulating data
locally, getting up to speed on the latest features of
Access 2013, creating queries and macros, and much
more. From the basics to advanced functions, this book
is what you need to make Access more accessible.
Shows you how to store, organize, view, analyze, and
share data using Access 2013 Includes nine minibooks
that cover such topics as database design, tables,
queries, forms, reports, macros, database administration,
securing data, programming with Visual Basic for
Applications (VBA), and using Access with the web
Helps you build database solutions that integrate with the
web and other enterprise data solutions Offers plenty of
techniques, tips, and tricks to help you get the most out
of Access This all-in-one guide offers you access to all
things Access 2013!
Both computer rookie and hot shots can master
Microsoft Access 2013 applications quickly and
efficiently with this new book in the acclaimed Illustrated
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Series -- ENHANCED MICROSOFT ACCESS 2013:
ILLUSTRATED COMPLETE. Using a concise, focused
approach and user-friendly format, the Illustrated Series
provides a hallmark two-page layout that allows readers
to work through an entire task without turning the page.
Skills are accessible and easy-to-follow with new
Learning Outcomes that outline the skills covered in
each lesson and larger full-color screens that preview
what users should see on their own computers. Each
unit begins with a brief overview of the principles of the
lesson and introduces a case study for further
application. New and updated appendixes explore cloud
computing and other developments in more depth.
Readers strengthen their understanding of the latest
features in MS Access 2013 for ongoing success.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
ESSENTIALS OF BUSINESS ANALYTICS, 2e can be
used by students who have previously taken a course on
basic statistical methods as well as students who have
not had a prior course in statistics. The expanded
material in the second edition of Essentials of Business
Analytics also makes it amenable to a two-course
sequence in business statistics and analytics. All
statistical concepts contained in this textbook are
presented from a business analytics perspective using
practical business examples. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Readers discover the latest advantages that
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Microsoft Excel has to offer with this new book in the
next generation of the Shelly Cashman Series. For
three decades, the Shelly Cashman Series has
effectively introduced essential computer skills to
millions of learners. ENHANCED MICROSOFT
EXCEL 2013: COMPREHENSIVE continues the
history of innovation with new features that
accommodate a variety of learning styles. Specially
refined learning tools help improve retention and
prepare readers for future success. A step-by-step,
screen-by-screen approach guides readers in
expanding their understanding of Excel through
experimentation, critical thought, and
personalization. ENHANCED MICROSOFT EXCEL
2013: COMPREHENSIVE helps readers succeed
with today’s most effective educational approach.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within
the product description or the product text may not
be available in the ebook version.
Learn how to build databases to store and retrieve
your data more efficiently with Access 2016.
Matthew Park shows how to use the powerful
program to wrangle your data and create your first
table and highlights smart strategies to edit and
modify fields and records.The course also shows
you how to build queries and action queries, create
and design forms, use macros, integrate Access with
the rest of the Office 2016 suite, and maintain your
databases over time. Topics include: • Creating a
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new database • Creating tables and new data types
• Importing and entering data • Setting up
relationships and primary keys • Adding validation
rules • Sorting and filtering table data • Building
queries • Designing forms • Creating reports •
Attaching macros to buttons and tables • Working
with Excel and Outlook data • Maintaining an Access
database Two of the coolest tools that have ever
come out from Microsoft are certainly Microsoft SQL
Server and Microsoft Access. Microsoft Access
databases have certainly become more prevalent
over the last 2 years as large corporations break the
imposed ban on using the tool. Many of our large
corporate clients and government clients have
stymied development in Microsoft Access for varying
reasons which can include security issues or simply
the IT Managements belief that they don't want to
support the application. Some of the reasons why IT
Departments do not want Microsoft Access in their
environments are quite valid. For example, the use
of Access Databases in high security areas such as
in the Education Department for storing student
information, Department of Defence systems,
Hospitals storing patient data are all valid reasons
why data should not be stored in a MS Access
Database.
The best of the best from our Excel, Word, Access,
and PowerPoint Bibles! Learn the sought-after
features of the core applications from the Office
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2013 suite. This Office 2013 Bible features the best-
of-the-best content from the Excel 2013 Bible, by
"Mr. Spreadsheet" John Walkenbach; the Word 2013
Bible, by Office expert Lisa A. Bucki; the PowerPoint
2013 Bible, by MOS Master Instructor and
PowerPoint expert Faithe Wempen; and the Access
2013 Bible from Microsoft Certified Application
Developer Michael Alexander and Office and Access
expert Dick Kusleika. This major resource also
covers Outlook, Publisher, OneNote, SkyDrive, and
other important features in the Office 2013 suite. If
you want to quickly and effectively use Office 2013,
start in the experts' corner with this must-have book.
Gives you the best-of-the-best content on Office
2013 from the leading experts, authors, and
contributors to our Excel, Word, PowerPoint, and
Access Bibles Includes content from John
Walkenbach, aka "Mr. Spreadsheet"; Word and
Office expert Lisa A. Bucki; MOS Master Instructor
and PowerPoint expert Faithe Wempen; Microsoft
Certified Application Developer Michael Alexander;
and Office and Access expert Dick Kusleika Takes
you beyond creating simple text documents,
spreadsheets, and presentations to help you use
multiple Office applications at once to accomplish
critical business tasks Also covers Publisher,
OneNote, SkyDrive, the Cloud, and other key
features and topics for Office 2013 Get the best of
four Office 2013 books in one with this power-
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packed reference!
This book provides the database professional and
power user with working solutions for daily business
tasks. The goal has been to reduce needless writing
and concentrate on the daily needs of database
usage and development. An efficient database
professional does not need a book to tell him or her
how to execute a query or how many types of
queries Access 2007 supports; the answers are a
click away in the help file or online. What power
users and developers need is thought-out solutions
to show them the way to achieve their difficult tasks
without having to look around for hours, days, or
sometimes weeks. In addition, they need a book to
show them when something is possible, when it is
not, how many ways exist to achieve a task, and
which one is the most efficient. Furthermore, the
table of contents is not arranged by topic (tables,
queries, reports, etc) but by solution. The content of
the book should be practical and the layout should
help the professional find what he or she needs in
seconds. Learn how to use your databases for real
business tasksPindar has worked on hundreds of
business databases and operational systems for the
last 18 years. In this book, he provides actual
scenarios and code you can use in your daily
business situations. Actually, you will get many ideas
of how to employ Access 2007 to get data in ways
you were not aware it was possible. Some
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examples, especially in the beginning of each
chapter are quite simple so that readers with less
Access experience can follow and learn but they are
definitely not simplistic. Leave superfluous theory on
the side and focus on the essence of your operations
You might be taught a thousand pieces of theory and
politically correct techniques on databases. In the
end, what you will need is a way to accomplish your
task. This book will show you exactly the concepts
you should learn and expand on them in detail.
Theory is present but only to support a practical
technique; not for the sake of it. Concentrate on
holistic solutions and not clustered technical skills
This book leaves behind the classical format of texts.
Instead of providing multiple and isolated concepts, it
combines the necessary techniques to arrive to a
real world solution. For example, instead of just
showing what a date function is, it demonstrates how
it can be used in combination with clauses and other
functions to obtain order processing cycle times or
order fulfillment goals for your corporation. At the
end of the day, when you read a book, you need to
be able to use your knowledge to achieve a task.
The business table of contentsYou will find a novelty
in this book which is its business table of contents.
There are two tables of contents in this book. There
is the classical one to find what you need on
database concepts. However, there is also a
business table of contents you can consult to find the
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business solution you need. For example, how to
conditionally update product prices from multiple
suppliers and by various percentages. Use this book
as a handy referenceFinally, this book has been
written with the idea of using it as a reference. You
might need to flip its pages to check something
simple like the correct use of quotes in criteria
expressions or concatenated fields. Or you might
need to check something more elaborate like how to
use a subquery to manipulate data in one table
based on the values of another table.
With Microsoft Access 2013 on your computer, the
possibilities to create powerful, comprehensive
databases are endless. Unfortunately, those same
possibilities are also overwhelming, unless you know
how to use the software. Use Microsoft Access 2013
Essentials to learn the basics and beyond of
Microsoft Access. You will learn how to make the
software work for maximum results! • Master the
essentials of Access quickly and easily • Learn the
powerful features Access offers for effortless data
sharing • Master the basics and learn about powerful
programming capabilities • Utilize new database
templates to get up and running with a minimal
amount of design effort This book takes a “get it
done” approach that is designed to get you up and
running quickly utilizing the power of Access. One
significant feature of Access is that you can create
sophisticated ready-to-use database applications
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without being a programmer, and this book will show
you how. Access also includes a new Macro Builder
that makes programming a breeze, and you'll learn
to use that feature with this book. Access is simply
phenomenal in its ability to share data with other
programs, including Microsoft Office 2013 (Word,
Excel, Outlook, and PowerPoint), Microsoft SQL
Server, Open Office, GoogleDocs, Windows
SharePoint Services, and many more. Chapter 8 of
this book gives you the details on moving data in and
out of Access 2013. This book has been designed
from the ground up to give you clearly written,
effective yet understandable instruction for using
Microsoft Access. Armed with this book, you can
quickly progress from knowing little or nothing about
Access—or about database management—on up to a
knowledge level that makes you the unofficial
'Access guru' inside your organization.
Bring your computer literacy course back to the
BASICS. COMPUTER LITERACY BASICS: A
COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE TO IC3 provides an
introduction to computer concepts and skills, which
maps to the newest Computing Core Certification
(IC3) standards. Designed with new learners in
mind, this text covers Computing Fundamentals, Key
Applications, and Living Online - everything students
need to pass the IC3 exam, and finish the course as
confident computer users. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or
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the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
Authoritative and comprehensive coverage for
building Access 2013 Solutions Access, the most
popular database system in the world, just opened a
new frontier in the Cloud. Access 2013 provides
significant new features for building robust line-of-
business solutions for web, client and integrated
environments. This book was written by a team of
Microsoft Access MVPs, with consulting and editing
by Access experts, MVPs and members of the
Microsoft Access team. It gives you the information
and examples to expand your areas of expertise and
immediately start to develop and upgrade projects.
Explores the new development environment for
Access web apps Focuses on the tools and
techniques for developing robust web applications
Demonstrates how to monetize your apps with Office
Store and create e-commerce solutions Explains
how to use SQL Server effectively to support both
web and client solutions Provides techniques to add
professional polish and deploy desktop application
Shows you how to automate other programs using
Macros, VBA, API calls and more. Professional
Access 2013 Programming is a complete guide on
the latest tools and techniques for building Access
2013 applications for both the web and the desktop
so that developers and businesses can move
forward with confidence. Whether you want to add
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expand your expertise with Client/Server
deployments or start developing web apps, you will
want this book as a companion and reference.
This complete training package makes learning the
new Office 2013 even easier! Featuring both a video
training DVD and a full-color book, this training
package is like having your own personal instructor
guiding you through each lesson of learning Office
2013, all while you work at your own pace. The self-
paced lessons allow you to discover the new
features and capabilities of the new Office suite.
Each lesson includes step-by-step instructions and
lesson files, and provides valuable video tutorials
that complement what you're learning and clearly
demonstrate how to do tasks. This essential training
package takes you well beyond the basics in a
series of short, easy-to-absorb lessons. Takes you
from the basics through intermediate level topics and
helps you find the information you need in a clear,
approachable manner Walks you through numerous
lessons, each consisting of easy-to-follow, step-by-
step instructions in full color that make each task
less intimidating Covers exciting new features of
Office 2013 applications: Word, Excel, PowerPoint,
Outlook, and Publisher Features a companion DVD
that includes lesson files and video tutorials for a
complete training experience Shares additional
resources available on companion website:
www.digitalclassroombooks.com This all-in-one,
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value-packed combo teaches you all you need to
know to get confidently up and running with the new
Office 2013 suite!
A comprehensive reference to the updated and new features
ofAccess 2013 As the world's most popular database
management tool, Accessenables you to organize, present,
analyze, and share data as wellas build powerful database
solutions. However, databases can becomplex. That's why
you need the expert guidance in thiscomprehensive
reference. Access 2013 Bible helps you gain asolid
understanding of database purpose, construction,
andapplication so that whether you're new to Access or
looking toupgrade to the 2013 version, this well-rounded
resource providesyou with a thorough look at everything
Access can do. Explains how to create tables, manipulate
datasheets, and workwith multiple tables Teaches you how to
apply the seven-step design method to builddatabases that
are tailored to your needs Covers building forms with wizards,
creating bound and unboundforms, and adding data
validation Shows you ways to automate query parameters,
create functionsand subroutines, and add programmed error
routines Features a bonus website with content that contains
all sourcecode from the book as well as bonus shareware,
freeware, trial,demo, and evaluation programs If you are
looking for a comprehensive book on all thingsAccess, look
no further than Access 2013 Bible.
With proven pedagogy that emphasizes critical-thinking,
problem-solving, and in-depth coverage, New Perspectives
helps students develop the Microsoft Office 2013 skills they
need to be successful in college and beyond. Updated with all
new case-based tutorials, New Perspectives Microsoft
Access 2013 continues to engage students in applying skills
to real-world situations, making concepts relevant. A new
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Troubleshoot case problem enhances critical thinking, and a
new tutorial on Managing Your Files helps students navigate
Windows 8. As always, New Perspectives improves learning
outcomes and transference of skills by helping students
understand why what they're learning is important. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.
Praised by instructors for its concise, focused approach and
user-friendly format, the Illustrated Series engages both
computer rookies and hot shots in mastering MICROSOFT
OFFICE 2013 applications quickly and efficiently. Skills are
accessible and easy-to-follow thanks to the Illustrated Series'
hallmark 2-page layout, which allows students to see an
entire task in one view. New Learning Outcomes outline the
skills covered in each lesson, and larger full-color screens
represent exactly what students should see on their own
computers. Each unit begins with a brief overview of the
principles of the lesson, and introduces a case study for
further application. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text
may not be available in the ebook version.
Readers develop the Microsoft Access 2013 skills for
academic and career success with this latest edition from the
popular New Perspectives Series. Updated with all-new case-
based tutorials, NEW PERSPECTIVES MICROSOFT
ACCESS 2013, COMPREHENSIVE ENHANCED EDITION
continues to apply MS Access 2013 skills to real situations
that fully demonstrate the relevance of concepts. A proven
learning approach emphasizes critical thinking, problem-
solving, and in-depth coverage. A new Troubleshoot case
problem enhances analytical skills, while a new tutorial on
Managing Your Files helps readers navigate Windows 8.
Readers discover success with MS Access 2013 as NEW
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PERSPECTIVES MICROSOFT ACCESS 2013 emphasizes
the value and application of what they are learning. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.
Introduce your students to the latest that Microsoft Office has
to offer with the new generation of Shelly Cashman Series
books! For the past three decades, the Shelly Cashman
Series has effectively introduced computer skills to millions of
students. With Microsoft Office 2013, we're continuing our
history of innovation by enhancing our proven pedagogy to
reflect the learning styles of today's students. In this text you'll
find features that are specifically designed to engage
students, improve retention, and prepare them for future
success. Our trademark step-by-step, screen-by-screen
approach now encourages students to expand their
understanding of Microsoft Office 2013 software through
experimentation, critical thought, and personalization. With
these enhancements and more, the Shelly Cashman Series
continues to deliver the most effective educational materials
for you and your students. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text
may not be available in the ebook version.
Microsoft Access 2013 Inside OutPearson Education
Experience learning made easy—and quickly teach yourself
how to build your own database with Access 2013. With Step
by Step, you set the pace—building and practicing the skills
you need, just when you them! Includes downloadable
practice files and a companion eBook. Build a database from
scratch or ready templates Create easy-to-use data-entry
forms Write queries to extract and manipulate data Design
reports to summarize data in effective ways Import data from
other databases and documents
Introduce your students to the latest that Microsoft Office has
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to offer with the new generation of Shelly Cashman Series
books! For the past three decades, the Shelly Cashman
Series has effectively introduced computer skills to millions of
students. With MICROSOFT ACCESS 2013, we're continuing
our history of innovation by enhancing our proven pedagogy
to reflect the learning styles of today's students. In this text
you'll find features that are specifically designed to engage
students, improve retention, and prepare them for future
success. Our trademark step-by-step, screen-by-screen
approach now encourages students to expand their
understanding of MICROSOFT ACCESS 2013 through
experimentation, critical thought, and personalization. With
these enhancements and more, the Shelly Cashman Series
continues to deliver the most effective educational materials
for you and your students. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text
may not be available in the ebook version.
This year, millions of beginner-to-intermediate-level
users will be searching for the easiest possible way to
master Office 2013's new features. If you're one of them,
Easy Office 2013 will give you exactly what you're
looking for. This full-color, utterly simple, step-by-step
tutorial is carefully crafted to provide instant access to
the 100+ tasks you'll find most useful and valuable. Like
all Easy series books, it teaches visually: you're never
forced to work through lengthy text explanations. Its
large typeface makes it even more accessible to all
readers - especially senior readers whose needs are
disregarded by most computer books. Written by two of
the world's most experienced authors of Microsoft Office
books for beginners, Easy Office 2013 presents the
easiest, fastest, most direct procedures for getting the
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results you're looking for. Learn how to… * Get super
productive with Office 2013’s powerful new tools *
Create, edit, and read Office files on the Web and mobile
devices * Craft high-impact documents with powerful
visuals * Prepare and analyze data visually with Excel
charts and PivotTables * Make winning presentations
with PowerPoint’s new tools; even add audio and video
* Work with others to review and refine your documents *
Use Outlook to take control of your messages,
schedules, and tasks * Take notes anywhere with
OneNote: never forget a great idea again! * Publish
Office content straight to Facebook, Twitter, or LinkedIn *
And more
With proven pedagogy that emphasizes critical-thinking,
problem-solving, and in-depth coverage, New
Perspectives helps students develop the Microsoft Office
2013 skills they need to be successful in college and
beyond. Updated with all new case-based tutorials, NEW
PERSPECTIVES MICROSOFT ACCESS 2013
continues to engage students in applying skills to real-
world situations, making concepts relevant. A new
Troubleshoot case problem enhances critical thinking,
and a new tutorial on Managing Your Files helps
students navigate Windows 8. As always, New
Perspectives improves learning outcomes and
transference of skills by helping students understand
why what they're learning is important. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description
or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
Praised by instructors for its concise, focused approach
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and user-friendly format, the Illustrated Series engages
both computer rookies and hot shots in mastering
Microsoft Outlook 2013 quickly and efficiently. Skills are
accessible and easy-to-follow thanks to the Illustrated
Series' hallmark 2-page layout, which allows students to
see an entire task in one view. New Learning Outcomes
outline the skills covered in each lesson, and larger full-
color screens represent exactly what students should
see on their own computers. Each unit begins with a
brief overview of the principles of the lesson, and
introduces a case study for further application. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in
the ebook version.
Demonstrate your expertise with Microsoft Office!
Designed to help you practice and prepare for the 2013
Access Microsoft Office Specialist (MOS) exam, this all-
in-one study guide features: Full, objective-by-objective
exam coverage Easy-to-follow procedures and
illustrations to review essential skills Hands-on practice
tasks to apply what you've learned Includes
downloadable practice files Use the in-depth exam prep,
practice, and review to help advance your proficiency
with Microsoft Office--and earn the credential that proves
it!
SQL for Microsoft Access (2nd Edition) provides a guide
to getting the most out of Microsoft Access through the
use of Structured Query Language. Step-by-step
examples demonstrate how to use SQL script to create
tables, add records to tables, and retrieve and manage
records. Readers will also learn about calculated fields,
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Access projects, and the integration of SQL script in VBA
and ASP code. Explore the relational database structure
and the basics of SQL. Understand how table joins,
unions, and subqueries are used to retrieve records from
multiple tables simultaneously. Learn how to filter
records and group data. Discover how to create
parameter queries that prompt users for data. Test your
knowledge and comprehension with the end-of-chapter
quizzes and projects.
Praised by instructors for its concise, focused approach
and user-friendly format, the Illustrated Series engages
both computer rookies and hot shots in mastering
MICROSOFT ACCESS 2013 quickly and efficiently.
Skills are accessible and easy-to-follow thanks to the
Illustrated Series' hallmark 2-page layout, which allows
students to see an entire task in one view. New Learning
Outcomes outline the skills covered in each lesson, and
larger full-color screens represent exactly what students
should see on their own computers. Each unit begins
with a brief overview of the principles of the lesson, and
introduces a case study for further application. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in
the ebook version.
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